When we went down Hopping,
Hopping down in Kent

Memories of Hopping down in Kent by residents
and staff of Tower Hamlets Community Housing
produced to celebrate the 2008 THCH Hop Festival
in Cable Street, Shadwell

Foreward
When I was asked by Tower Hamlets
Community Housing to open Thirza House their
new block for the over 60s next to their other
blocks in Cable Street, Shadwell, I was
absolutely delighted. I lived in The Highway for
many years, my father had a stall in Watney
Market and despite it being in Stepney,
Shadwell was part of the Bow & Poplar
Constituency that I was privileged to serve as
Member of Parliament for ten years.
As part of the Thirza House development,
THCH promised to build a hop garden in the
courtyard for not only the new residents of
Thirza House but also the blocks in Devonport
Street and Cable Street that surrounded the
courtyard, and hold an annual Hop Festival. I Mildred Gordon speaking at
thought that was a great idea.
the 2007 THCH Hop Festival
I was invited back as a guest for the 2007 Hop Festival and like everyone present
I had a great day. Eastenders know how to enjoy themselves, and when they
went hop picking, they not only demonstrated that but also showed what hard
workers they were. Eastenders are still hard working people and still know how to
unwind and have fun after the job is done.
My family did not go hop picking, but our neighbours who did always brought us
back “Hopping Apples”. That is what I thought they were called, until years later I
found out that they were actually called “Bramleys”!
Mike Tyrrell. Chief Executive of THCH has realised a dream of his in establishing
this Hop Festival and in doing so, is keeping alive happy memories of a
cherished tradition.
This booklet of Eastenders photographs and memories of the years that they
spent in Kent is a great contribution to the historical record of East End life and
culture in the first half of the twentieth century and demonstrates the close ties
that East Londoners still had with the countryside. It is a fascinating booklet.
Mildred Gordon
MP for Bow & Poplar 1987 to 1997

Photos from the 2007 THCH Hop Festival
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Introduction
September is a very
special
month
for
Eastenders who recall
many years spent hop
picking in Kent. Tower
Hamlets
Community
Housing (THCH) has
recognised this and in
our redevelopment of
part of the Barnardo
Gardens
Estate
in
Shadwell,
we
have
created a hop garden,
which acts a host for our
annual Hop Festival.
At the first Hop Festival
that was held in 2007
we had a wonderful
exhibition of old hopping
photographs provided
by
the
Stepney
John Lau
Historical Trust. THCH
residents who were present, told us how much they enjoyed the exhibition and
that they had some old hopping photographs tucked away indoors, that others
may find interesting.
As a result, last Autumn THCH residents and THCH staff rummaged through
their old photographs which have been brought together in this excellent booklet.
I would like to thank THCH’s Community Development Team especially Rene
Poole and THCH’s Policy & Communications Manager, Andy Coleborn for
helping to produce the booklet.
I hope that you enjoy today’s event and that this souvenir booklet helps to remind
you not only of the 2008 Hop Festival but also of many years of hard work and
fun in the Kentish countryside.
John Lau
Chair, Tower Hamlets Community Housing
3rd September 2008

Photos from the 2007 THCH Hop Festival
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What was Hopping all about?
For nearly 160 years after the
industrial revolution had robbed
the countryside of its agricultural
labour, and cities grew, it was
Londoners who helped to bring in
the hop harvest. The numbers
died down in the 1960s as farmers
started to mechanise the harvest,
and then the number died out
completely in the 1980s as
European Union subsidies made
other crops much more profitable.
The annual trip to Kent, was an
opportunity not only to earn much
needed money to tied them over
the winter but also an opportunity
for the children to see the
countryside and take in much
needed fresh air.

Mike Tyrrell to the front of the trailer with
Stevie Gardiner to the back and Charlie
Thorpe driving the Tractor at Jack
Tompsett’s Den Farm, Collier Street in
September 1979

Most families went to the same farms each year with relatives and neighbours;
but in addition they also had different neighbours and different friendship ties to
that that they usually enjoyed in London. It meant a lot for them to return to the
same farm each year and every spring, the cry would go up “Have you got your
letter yet?” as the farmer started to write to families confirming that they were
welcome back to pick at the farm again. You had to be on your best behaviour at
the farm, as bad behaviour meant that you were not invited back.
In the early part of the 20th century the family would pack up all their belongings
into a pram or the well organised had a “hopping box” which contained the
necessary equipment required, candles, lamps, pots, water jugs, kitchen utensils,
etc. When they arrived at the farm, the hopping box would then serve as a table.
Starting out around midnight, the families (nearly always mothers with children as
the men had to stay at home to work, as there was no paid leave in those days)
would walk all the way to London Bridge Station to catch the “Hoppers’ Specials”
that wound their way through the night stopping at virtually every station in Kent.
Travelling at night meant that the trains were cheap but they were the worst
condition and the families were packed in so tight that children had to sit in the
luggage racks! It didn’t help though that to save the cost of some of the fares (in
those days families were much larger), children were smuggled on to the train
under the dresses of their mothers or conned the ticket collectors at the barriers
that their mum was behind with their ticket!
Once they arrived at the station at the Kent end, most farmers provided a cart for
the luggage and elderly, with the families walking behind the cart to the farm,
often some miles away, all in the dark.
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At the farm, the farmers would allocate
a hut out to each family. Some families
had the same hut each year. The huts
were usually about 11 feet by 11 feet
and were made of wood or corrugated
tin (during the war the Italian prisoners
of war from the camp in Seven Mile
Lane worked on a number of farms to
build brick huts to improve the
conditions of the pickers), in a row of 6
or 8. Some huts had small windows
about 18 inches by 12 inches, other
had no windows the only light coming
in through the doors, that were left
open all day. In the winter the farmers
often used the huts as a shelter for
sheep. At least each family had some
privacy because in the 19th Century the
families were all usually housed in
communal barns.
Each family would then be entitled to a
number of faggots, which were bundles
of small tree branches that were tied Harry Cushway and his brother-intogether and used for the fires that law Wag Outram in 1955 outside the
were required to cook or boil water. To huts built by the Italian prisoners of
protect the faggots they were all stored war at Jack Tompsett’s Farm, Fowle
together as a bed base, and to create a
Hall, near Paddock Wood
mattress two sheets were sown
together and stuffed with straw provided by the farmer. The first few nights in the
bed was a bit uncomfortable, not because everyone shared the same bed, but
because of the straw sticking up through the sheets. After a few nights though,
the straw was flattened down leading to a better night’s sleep.

The tin huts at Jack Tompsett’s Farm, Fowle Hall, near
Paddock Wood in 1978

As well as the huts
the farmers also
provided
cookhouses,
which
were just as basic,
as all they had
were
fireplaces
with a bar across
them to hang pots
on so that fires
could be lit under
the pots. Water
was
available
through communal
taps which were
located close to an
existing
water
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supply usually close to a road or one of the cottages provided by the farmer for
his full time work force.
Work started in the hop fields, which were also known as hop gardens, at 7 every
morning (except Sundays), which meant mothers having an early start getting
their food and drink ready for the day. They stopped for a breakfast and dinner
breaks but worked through to at least 6 in the evening.
In the area around Paddock Wood hops were picked from the bines into “bins”. A
bin was a rectangular shaped sacking or canvas that was carried along the field
as the hops were picked. A pole puller (mainly men who had come with their
families to Kent as they were unemployed) would pull the bine down from the
overhead wire that it had grown up to and the bine would be laid across the bin
so that the hops could be picked straight into it. In the area around Faversham
the hops were picked into baskets.

My granddad’s mum was called Margaret Constable (1871-1932) and the
families of her brothers and sisters all went to the same farm owned by
Jack Tompsett at Fowle Hall, until 1980, creating very close bonds between
the cousins over the years. Even though some of the cousins moved out
from Limehouse they still met up at the same farm. This picture shows
some of my granddad’s cousins, picking at their bin during the 1950s.
Pictured are Mary Ann Bruce (formerly Constable), Lil Stone (formerly
Featherstone) and Maggie Gorst, (formerly Featherstone).
When the bins were getting full, the measurer would come round and measure
out the hops by the bushel (an old measure that was the equivalent of an 8 gallon
container) into a large sack called a Hop Poke. The hops were then taken to the
oast house to be dried out and then put into Hop Pockets and sold either directly
to a brewer or to a middle man known as a “Hop Factor”. At the end of the
harvest, the pickers were then paid out according to the number of bushels they
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picked. Farmers also paid out a proportion of their earnings during the picking on
request.
If the farms were close a to a village, children often went to the local shops for
their parents for fresh provisions, however if they were along way away
tradesmen plying their wares would call around the fields and farms selling
provisions. Some farmers also set up their own shops for the month.

The Outram and Pyburn families outside a Kent pub
in 1957, showing clockwise Kitty Tyrrell (formerly
Outram) Mary Pyburn (formerly Day) Charlie
Protheroe, Rene Protheroe (formerly Outram), Wag
Outram, Derek Protheroe in the pram, Annie Lazel
Tom Pyburn, Bill Dignum and Nancy Wright.

Weekends
were
exciting times, as this
is when the men
came down to visit
their families. The
local pubs whilst
welcoming their trade
did not actually put
out the red carpet.
Some pubs banned
Londoners actually
going in the pubs by
displaying
signs
stating
“home
dwellers
only”,
serving the drinks
through a hatch and
others charged a
shilling or tanner
deposit
on
the
glasses.

Sanitary conditions were very basic. Toilets were small huts over a hole in the
ground with a round hole in a plank of wood that went over the hole. Lime was
thrown down the hole now and again to fend off the smell.
From the 1930s onwards families
hired lorries to take them down to
Kent rather than use the Hoppers’
Specials. This allowed them to take
more belongings from home so that by
the 1950s, families had tables, chairs,
rugs, curtains, and real beds in their
huts. By this time families had less
children and therefore there was room
in the huts for these items. Very often
on arrival, they wallpapered their huts
to make them home from home. In
A lorry taking day trippers down to
addition hoppers also started to have
Highwoods Farm in Collier Street,
luxuries such as single ring paraffin
Kent in 1951. You can see the tin huts stoves to use to boil a kettle rather
in the background.
than have to make a fire.
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The 1960s saw massive changes with the mechanisation of the harvest. During
this decade virtually all the farms converted from hand picking. Londoners were
required simply to cut the hop bines down in the fields onto a trailer, which then
took the bines to a machine by the oast house into which the bines were put, and
the hops would then go on a conveyor belt, from which the leaves were picked to
leave the hops on the conveyor belt to go directly into a hop pocket. This meant
that less families were required to pick and thus the end of the annual trip to
Kent. The farmers only retained certain families, but with less pickers it meant
that families could have a number of huts, so that they were set out with kitchens,
living rooms and bedrooms The farmers also allowed the families to use their
huts as holiday homes during the summer.
My family went to
the same farm
owned by Jack
Tompsett
at
Fowlee
Hall,
which was about
three miles from
Paddock
Wood
for many years.
He
also
had
another
farm
called “Den Farm”
in Collier Street,
which was bigger
and sometimes a
team went over
from our farm to
Den Farm, to
collect the bines
to be machine
picked back at August 1979 Bank Holiday Monday dinner inside the tin
Fowlee Hall. After
huts pictured on page 5 showing clockwise Beverley
mechanisation,
Gardiner (formerly Galliers), Maggie Gardiner (formerly
we had three tin Cushway), Lal Cushway (formerly Outram), Mike Tyrrell,
huts
knocked Charlie Cushway and Jimmy Maher at Jack Tompsett’s
together and my
Farm, Fowle Hall, near Paddock Wood. The two water
uncle
Charlie
jugs to the rear of the picture demonstrate that there
lined the walls
was no running water in the huts.
with slatted pine. There was a kitchen area, a living room area and a bedroom
area, separated by curtains. The kitchen had a calor gas stove and the living
room had a TV run off of a car battery, but the toilet was still a hole in the ground,
and water was still collected from a communal tap next to the farm workers tied
cottages. The farm finished with hops in 1980. In the 1970s, I spent my 6 weeks
summer holiday there with my great aunt Lal, and loved every minute. I really
miss it when September comes around every year.
Michael Tyrrell
Chief Executive, Tower Hamlets Community Housing
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This picture shows the book that I had when I went hopping
in September 1958 at Lily Farm, Tonbridge in Kent.
Lola Smith – Bethnal Green Resident
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The picture on the left shows my aunt, Doreen Mitchener (formerly Lee); my grandmother Alice Lee (formerly Oldfield), my
mum, Joyce Lee (formerly Hutson); my brother, David Lee; and me on the steps of a caravan which seems very posh to the
Nissen huts that my uncle James Moyse; my aunt, Rose Moyse formerly Lee), Joyce Lee, David Lee and me are standing
outside of in the right hand picture.
Janis Randall – THCH Finance Manager
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This is outside the huts c1934 with Violet Lewis at the back Edith Pardoe (formerly Lewis)
& Rosina Lewis in the middle and Joan Pardoe & Rene Pardoe at the front.
Carol Robertson – Bethnal Green Resident
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This photo shows
my granddad Wag
Outram (1905-1980)
and his sister Lal
Cushway, formerly
Outram (1902-1986)
on the “common” at
Jack Tompsett’s
Farm at Fowle Hall,
near Paddock Wood,
Kent in 1967. My
great aunt Lal loved
Hopping and was
very upset when
handpicking
finished as they
were not one of the
families that was
chosen to stay on.
She then went hand
picking at the
nearby Truman’s
Farm in Queen
Street for the next
two years and when
inevitably Truman’s
farm ended hand
picking she spent
the next year at
Overy’s Farm on the
outskirts of Paddock
Wood, opposite the
Cemetery. After
three years of being
away from Jack
Tompsett’s Farm at
Fowle Hall, she
hassled her son
Charlie to approach
the farmer to see if
they could use some
of his spare huts for
a holiday. He agreed
and let them use the old tin huts next to the brick huts that they had during hand picking,
which are shown in this picture behind them. Charlie cleaned out the huts and hung
wallpaper and made them homely. Once the machine picking started that year the farmer
asked the family if they could help out with the work and so they then returned every year
until 1980, with my aunt Lal spending most of the spring and summer on the farm,
training the hops and fruit picking at nearby farms.
Michael Tyrrell – THCH Chief Executive
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This is me being held by my mother Joyce Lee (formerly Hutson) and along side her is
my father, Alfred Lee in a hop garden, somewhere near Faversham in September 1950. I
am not exactly sure where it was, but I am told it must be near Faversham because in that
area hops were picked into baskets, whilst in the area around Paddock Wood, hops were
picked into bins.
Janis Randall – THCH Finance Manager
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This is Joan Pardoe being held by Edith Pardoe (formerly Lewis)
with James Lewis and Rosina Lewis in c1930.
Carol Robertson – Bethnal Green Resident
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This is a picture of my family outside the huts. A whole gang of us went hopping.
Joyce Lewis – Bethnal Green Resident
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This picture shows my Great Granddad Edward Brown from Jackman House in Wapping outside “The Railway”
a pub in the village of Wateringbury, on the banks of the Medway between Maidstone and Yalding.
The family went to a farm called Bow Hill. My Great Granddad is at the front of the photo and behind him from left
to right are: his son Ronnie Brown, a family friend called Johnnie Christmas,
another son Teddy Brown and Teddy Brown’s brother-in-law Joe Smith.
Bridgett Bardwell – THCH Human Resources Manager
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This is a very old picture of my family in the hop fields in about 1920-21.
The girl on the far left is Edith Lewis aged about 13.
Carol Robertson – Bethnal Green Resident
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These are my brother David Lee and my sister Vivian Lee sitting on a log on the common outside a row of Nissen huts that
were used to house hop pickers during the harvest.
Janis Randall – THCH Finance Manager
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This shows the measurer counting out the bushels of hops picked by the Ward family at Manwaring Farm in Kent.
Lil Penfold – Shadwell Resident
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On the left you can see some of my Mum’s family outside their huts at a farm near Brenchley where the family did both fruit
picking and hop picking in the late 1950s. In the photo to the back are Pearlie Brown and Carol Spearing. To front are Colleen
Brown, June Brown, Mary Brown and Brenda Brown. The picture on the right the picture has been taken inside the machine
shed at Hoathley Farm at Hook Green near Lamberhurst in Kent in the 1960s. This shows my Granddad Teddy Brown who
lived in Robert Sutton House on the Tarling East Estate.
Bridgett Bardwell – THCH Human Resources Manager
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The picture on the left shows my great aunt, Lal Cushway (formerly Outram) with me on the common at Tompsett’s Farm,
Fowle Hall, Near Paddock Wood in Kent in 1974. The picture on the right from 1979 shows me and Jimmy Maher washing up
outside the huts after Sunday dinner.
Michael Tyrrell – THCH Chief Executive
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This is me sitting on the grass outside the huts in September 1950. The huts in the
background were made of corrugated iron and on the roof for some reason or another are
some bundles of faggots.
Janis Randall – THCH Finance Manager
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This picture shows me with my sister Joyce
in the hop gardens at Lily Farm in Tonbridge, Kent in the early 1950s.
Lola Smith – Bethnal Green Resident
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The Ward family cooking by the fire outside their brick huts on Manwaring Farm, near
Marden in Kent.
Lil Penfold – Shadwell Resident
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This is my grandfather Alfred Lee on the right with my uncle James Moyse on the left in
September 1950. They must be picking the last bine, as the background shows a near
empty hop garden.
Janis Randall – THCH Finance Manager
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This is my granddad’s cousin Lizzie Raines (Formerly Webber) with her daughter Dolly Frost (formerly Raines) and her
son-in-law George Frost outside their hut at Jack Tompsett’s Farm at Fowle Hall, near Paddock Wood in Kent.
Michael Tyrrell – THCH Chief Executive
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This picture shows Gerald Brown, Billy Daniels and Dennis Woodham in the hop gardens at Gatehouse Farm near
Brenchley, Kent in the late 1950s.
Bridgett Bardwell – THCH Human Resources Manager
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This is me being held by my mother Joyce Lee (formerly Hutson) and along side her is my grandfather,
Alfred Lee with my brother David Lee looking on in September 1950.
Janis Randall – THCH Finance Manager
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The picture to the left shows my Mum’s Aunt, Liz Gilbey and her husband Terry Collins outside their huts at Hoathley
Farm, Hook Green. On the right are my Nan and Granddad Mary Hart and Teddy Brown outside their huts at Gatehouse
Farm near Brenchley, Kent with Colleen Brown, June Brown and Brenda Brown in the background.
Bridgett Bardwell – THCH Human Resources Manager
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My Nan’s family went to Highwoods Farm in Collier Street, which was a small hamlet on the
road between Yalding and Horsmonden. The nearest pub to the farm was the Royal Engineers
which did a roaring trade during the hop picking season. Like a number of pubs in Kent, the
Royal Engineers has now been converted into a house. This picture taken on a day trip in
September 1951 shows to the back: Harriet Wright, Kate Outram, formerly Day (1903-1965),
Mag Gray, formerly Day (1893-1960) & Mary Ann Featherstone, formerly Constable (1889-1976)
and in front Kitty Tyrrell, formerly Outram, Patty Kemp, formerly Seach, Jackie Ellis, formerly
Silor & Nancy Wright (1936-1999).
Michael Tyrrell – THCH Chief Executive
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This is my Uncle James Moyse and my father Alfred Lee outside the huts in September 1950.
Janis Randall – THCH Finance Manager
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Mary Heath and Pat Heath in the hop garden at Manwaring Farm near Marden in Kent.
Lil Penfold – Shadwell Resident
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This picture on the “common” outside the huts at Jack Tompsett’s Farm at Fowle Hall, Paddock Wood on Kent, shows me
to the front, with my mum’s Cousins: Dolly Frost, formerly Raines; Stella Hadley, now Outram; Audrey Featherstone, now
Allan; & Margie Gorst, now Line, in 1967. The cars in the background show how times had changed and day trippers to
Kent no longer had to travel down in the backs of lorries.
Michael Tyrrell – THCH Chief Executive
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My great uncle, Harry Day (1900-1966) went hop picking with his first wife’s family to a farm near Goudhurst in Kent. The
picture to the left shows him and his wife’s two sisters outside their huts. The picture to the right shows his wife Louisa
Day, formerly Osborne (1898-1961), his great nephew Derek Protheroe, and his sister Kate Outram, formerly Day (19031965) in the hop gardens. The picture was taken in about 1960.
Michael Tyrrell – THCH Chief Executive
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Tom Pyburn (1902-1964) Bill Dignum (1883-1957) & Mary Pyburn, formerly Day, (1905-1965) on the common at Jack
Tompsett’s farm at Fowle Hall near Paddock Wood. Bill was my great great uncle, and Mary was my great aunt, Tom being
her husband. They were enjoying a day out down Kent, as my granddad in the years when he was not hop picking himself,
organised to take day trippers from Limehouse down to this farm, and Highwoods Farm in Collier Street where his in-laws
went hop picking. The two farms were only about 1½ miles from each other by road, but you could see both farms from a
bridge on the River Teise in Pike Fish Lane. They nearly always traveled in the back of a Lorry, sitting on benches and
chairs borrowed from home for the day. He was also known to have put a piano on the back of the lorry as well!
Michael Tyrrell – THCH Chief Executive
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This picture shows me with my Mum and my sisters
in the hop gardens at Lily Farm in Tonbridge, Kent in the early 1950s.
Lola Smith – Bethnal Green Resident
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Hoathley Farm, Hook Green from the air near Lamberhurst, Kent. Next to the Oast House you can see the machine shed where
the machinery was housed to pick the hops. In the top left hand corner you can see the hopping huts along with some caravans
to house the pickers. All the London pickers on this farm were all related.
Bridgett Bardwell – THCH Human Resources Manager
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On the left my Mum with her family sitting on a bin in the hop gardens, probably at Gatehouse Farm near Brenchley and on
the right the family are sitting on a tractor full of hop bines heading towards the machine shed at Hoathleys Farm, Hook
Green, near Lamberhurst, Kent.
Bridgett Bardwell – THCH Human Resources Manager
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